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4

Services offered to higher layers

4.1

Transport channels

Transport channels are services offered by Layer 1 to the higher layers. General concepts about transport channels are
described in [12].
A transport channel is defined by how and with what characteristics data is transferred over the air interface. A general
classification of transport channels is into two groups:
-

Dedicated channels, using inherent addressing of UE;

-

Common channels, using explicit addressing of UE if addressing is needed.

4.1.1

Dedicated transport channels

There exists only one type of dedicated transport channel, the Dedicated Channel (DCH).

4.1.1.1

DCH - Dedicated Channel

The Dedicated Channel (DCH) is a downlink or uplink transport channel. The DCH is transmitted over the entire cell or
over only a part of the cell using e.g. beam-forming antennas.

4.1.2

Common transport channels

There are six seven types of common transport channels: BCH, FACH, PCH, RACH, CPCH and , DSCH and HSDSCH.

4.1.2.1

BCH - Broadcast Channel

The Broadcast Channel (BCH) is a downlink transport channel that is used to broadcast system- and cell-specific
information. The BCH is always transmitted over the entire cell and has a single transport format.

4.1.2.2

FACH - Forward Access Channel

The Forward Access Channel (FACH) is a downlink transport channel. The FACH is transmitted over the entire cell.
The FACH can be transmitted using power setting described in [16].

4.1.2.3

PCH - Paging Channel

The Paging Channel (PCH) is a downlink transport channel. The PCH is always transmitted over the entire cell. The
transmission of the PCH is associated with the transmission of physical-layer generated Paging Indicators, to support
efficient sleep-mode procedures.

4.1.2.4

RACH - Random Access Channel

The Random Access Channel (RACH) is an uplink transport channel. The RACH is always received from the entire
cell. The RACH is characterized by a collision risk and by being transmitted using open loop power control.

4.1.2.5

CPCH - Common Packet Channel

The Common Packet Channel (CPCH) is an uplink transport channel. CPCH is associated with a dedicated channel on
the downlink which provides power control and CPCH Control Commands (e.g. Emergency Stop) for the uplink CPCH.
The CPCH is characterised by initial collision risk and by being transmitted using inner loop power control.
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DSCH - Downlink Shared Channel

The Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) is a downlink transport channel shared by several UEs. The DSCH is
associated with one or several downlink DCH. The DSCH is transmitted over the entire cell or over only a part of the
cell using e.g. beam-forming antennas.

4.1.2.7

HS-DSCH – High Speed Downlink Shared Channel

The High Speed Downlink Shared Channel is a downlink transport channel shared by several UEs. The HS-DSCH is
associated with one downlink DPCH, and one or several Shared Control Channels (HS-SCCH). The HS-DSCH is
transmitted over the entire cell or over only part of the cell using e.g. beam-forming antennas.
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